
ACOUSTIC VARIATION

ABSTRACT

Dialectal variation in Estonian
consonant palatalization as a s
articulation) can be acccénted fggcggary
terms of location of the maximum effect
of palatalization in the time dimension
( prepalatalized" vs "pcstpalatalized")
The same acoustic property can be used .
to describe cross-linguistic variation
in palatalization. The effect of
palatalizaticn is manifested mainly in
rise of the fre uformant. q ency of the second

1. Specification of the Feature
a Idea!a

EEEEEEIIEaEigg in the sfnse of a
ary ar e ation Intern

gigggtic Alphabet (IPA): 5 t gfifgggl
consonants : '-énltgiiipeper- /1 13/) is approached

a a nation has been t
single feature both in thie§;:d as a
transcription system and in the
distinctive feature system of JakcbscnFont, and Balls (the feature so 'I2: 31/. In later distinctive featuresystems palatalization has been definedas a particular feature combination-[+s1§gé -bacrq in Chomsky and Balls./3 / or High, Front in Ladefcged

$2; 3°“o son, Fant, and Ealle
acoustic correlates to thegiogizginct'features. The feature Sharp, by cont ivewith the feature Plain, ‘manifests itaStself in a slight rise of the second -hgr-mant and, to some degree, also or thgher formants‘ /2: 31/. Hence the tweiggggiii arefrelational, based on O

on o the slat
consonants with thg nongiiigiligidSharp)(or plain) consonants, everything el(context, speaker) being equal The asfeature Sharp is defined as inherent(vs prosodic , without any reference tsequence. 'ho_comparison of two point cin a time series is involved“ /2: 13/s
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Fall of the frequency of F1 (formant on
can compensate for F2 rise in percepticfi)
/5: 6/. Ladefoged /4: 75/ also uses
frequency of F1 to specify his acoustic
features Height and Backness which to-
gather define palatalization in his
distinctive feature system. See also /6/
and [7/ where concrete lists of simple
phySical parameters and their usual lack
of one-tccone relation with linguistic
gategories (features) have been presented
yeasurements /8: 220/ /9: 150/ /10: 61/
the-f3/ /5: 3/ /12: 10/ have shown that
(th requency of F2 is indeed the main
whoe sufficient) acoustic parameter,conse values differentiate palatalizedH scnants from nonpalatalized ones.vgzgzgisncggtextual and interhspeaker
accounted f0: 52:.been satisfactorily

z:ggtggtt:ual variation has been considered
for n a e. n comparison with valuesfre onpalatalized consonants, F2nanguency values for palatalized consc-(be i, measured at the terminal pointtrag nning or end) of a vowel formant1) Sigicn, are less variable over(2) di ferent vowel environments"ifferent consonants of the same(5) cggégt of articulation"

articfiizgg of different "point of

dentals igiar3§r}§s géabials,. 9 '

male vs femal es ave been proposed for
e speakers. In Russian, thec .

P:§:::l§:e§°1nts °f F2 distributions for
occurred and n”Pal-stalked consonants

1900-2oooa§ 1700 Hz for males, and at
were taken z-f°? remales. (Measurements
beginning o¥1§h§§ the censcnant or at the
sonant to the vowi§f§tlon from the con-
Relation /11= u/.31 .
lute valuesvgigeiidlfrer less than abso-
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inter-speaker variation, they are more

context variable than the absolute values

(because of the contextual variation of

nonpalatalized consonants). Normalization

for F3 frequencies has been attempted in

some cases /11: 4/.
Palatalized and palatal. It is not clear

fifither t e acous ic iiference between

palatalized and palatal consonants (IPA:

c Egg; 3) is that of degree or whether

any aEcustic parameter is involved.
The two sets of consonants rarely cont-

rast within one language. University of

California, Los Angeles, Phonological

Segment Inventory Database shows pala—

lized dental/alveolars and palatals of

the same manner class contrasting in

Irish: 3 and}; /15/. It has been proposed

to distinguish in IPA three degrees of

palatalization /14/, e.g..p n and

(Estonian) A. “ "
2. Accounting for Dialectal and Cross-

Lin istic Variation

nimyage) comparison
may complicate acoustic descriptions by

showing consistent differences, not

accountable for in terms of acoustic

properties (parameters) used to specify

established linguistic features

(distinctions). This may point to the

lack of cross-linguistic acoustic in-

variance cf the distinctive features

(categories) (see discussion of "al-

veolar" in /15/ /16/). Or it may indicate

that distinctive features (cate cries)

cannot account for all audible (non-

ccntrastive) differences /7: 500/.

2.1. Estonian dialects. Both in terms of

linguistic distribution of palatalized

consonants /17/ and_acoustica11y, Esto-

nian exhibits a variety of palatalizaticn

types. Preliminary analysis of spectral

characteristics of palatalizaticn in Y0

Evowel consonant (vowe1)) sequences

frequencies of formants were calculated

using linear prediction analysis /18/),

reveals that palatalizaticn in Estonian

dialects varies with respect to the

following (acoustic) features:
(1) Location of the maximum effect ("fo-

cus") of palatalizatfon in the time

dimension.

(2) Characteristics of coarticulation in

the sequence VCV in different vowel

combinations.
The "focus" is defined either (1) as the

point (interval) in which the frequency

of F2 of palatalized consonants maximally

exceeds that of nonpalatalized\consonants

(in phonologically (near-)minimal pairs)

or (2) as the point of maximum F2 in .

symmetrical vowel environments. Location

of the"focus" on the time axis can be

measured towards the left or right of the

V—C boundary. An earlier "focus" on the

time axis is accompanied by shorter tran-

sition to the following vowel. See Fig. 1

for two (extreme) types of palatalization

contrasting in the location of the maxi,

mum effect (A) at the transition from the
consonant to the following vowel ("post-
palatalized") (B) at the transition from
the preceding vowel to the consonant

("prepalatalized").
2.2. Russian vs Estonian. In both langua-
ges paIaEaIizaticn can distinguish word
meaning. Russian 333 "weight" vs e

"entire". Estonian palfi'vs a " cam".
Russian has been the model anguage for
the acoustic study of palatalization.
Dentals, labials, labicdentals, and in
more restricted environments (not word-
finally) also velars palatalize in
standard Russian. In standard Estonian,

palatalizaticn is limited to the position

immediately after the vowel of the

primary-stressed syllable, and only

alveodentals t s g l can be palatalized.
F2 frequency values corresponding-to

palatalization, assuming a single value

per (phonemic) segment, overlap in the
two languages /19/. Time location of

maximal F2 frequency change is a more

stable characteristic of the difference

in palatalization between Russian and

standard Estonian. The difference can be

expressed in terms of the percentage by

which the frequency of F2 of palatalized

consonants exceeds that of nonpalatalized

consonants (a) at the beginning and (b)

at the end of the consonants:
Russian Estonian

5 alveodentals

(a; 12 24
(b 42 5

(based on data from /5/ and /9/)
In Russian palatalization is manifested

most prominently at the release of the

consonant and at the transition to the

following vowel, if any vowel follows

(although F2 frequency in the preceding

V and within 0 are influenced to a lesser

extent). In standard Estonian, the maxi~

mum effect appears at the transition from

the preceding vowel to the consonant

(presence of the preceding V is obligatory

word-initial C does not palatalize).
The difference in palatalization between

Estonian dialects as well as between

standard Estonian and Russian is similar

to that, expressed with speciar features
in /13/, nasalized : nasal release (post—

nasalized); aspirated : preaspirated.

A general need for acoustic specifica-

,tions to be time-varying /7/ /20/ and
context-sensitive /21/ or in terms of

Jpnger units /22/ has been admitted.

2.2. In summary, one and the same acoust-

ic parane er, he frequency of F2,
distinguishes palatalized consonants from

nonpalatalized consonants in all known

cases (although contextual effects and
normalization for high and low voices
have not been sufficiently elaborated).

wages"
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Figure 1 0

F2 trajectories-of the word iaig “broad"in Estonian dialects Wordin isolation s1 . . s pronounced 5A3 "postpalatalize "in both cases. ow tempo, female speaker d

w M

Ma.
(“*7. a

Points to VQC boundary B
(the last frame she 1:0. re
voiceless eonsonant)_ appeared before

after ten milliseconds.
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"Prepalatalized" £5

17"!

~4-

'TIME

V5ru dialect)
Tartu dialect)

To account for dialectal and cross-

linguistic (non—contrastive) differences,

time-varying values of the same parameter

must be considered.
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